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When blood is no longer thicker than water, KoKo and Kayson will risk all that they have built to

settle the treachery of the past. Corruption and jealousy seep into the core of the organization,

causing formed alliances to shatter and trust and love to waiver. Only time will tell if the search for

truth will uncover more deception than either of them can handle. With all of the demons that

surface and threaten to destroy their undying love, will KoKo and Kayson be able to remove the

boundaries growing between them, or will the secrets revealed ultimately put them on opposite

sides of each other's unforgiving trigger? Sometimes the Pussy Trap set for an enemy strikes

harder on the one who set it.
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This is a must read series, so make sure to buy and read Pussy Trap 1 through 3 first so you can

get the full experience of this fast pace action filled series. There is so much going on in these

books, because at every turn you are guessing who is the enemy and what part they play in the

lives of the main characters Kayson and Koko. You will find that Kayson and Koko have a love for

each other that goes beyond just physical and mental it is also spiritual, because it takes a lot's to

love someone that you know has killed your mother even if you are not sure of the reasons why

when you first find out that it was at the hands of your wife. I love, love this series along with

everything thing that Nene Capri have written you can't go wrong with any of her books. I hope this

not the end of this series. I hope to get a chance to read what happens with Kayson and Koko and

Baseem after the big massacre of all the that was after them. It would also make a good storyline



too see how the children of Kayson and Koko and Baseem turn out when they are older.

What can I say about the very talented NeNe Capri as she penned this masterpiece this book did

not disappoint me at all as the last installment of the pussy trap series comes to an end there were

many questions to be answered will Koko and Kayson make out the game alive this book answered

all my questions Koko was no joke and the boss didn't disappoint either I read this book in one night

because it takes you on a twisted tale thru the underworld and I love how she pulled characters in

from another novel simply brilliant NeNe keep writing the heat we love it

I truly enjoyed this story. And finally finding out who the players in the game was refreshing.

Couldn't give it 5 stars cuz the grammar errors were all throughout the book. But other than that

great way to end the series. I like Koko and Kayson together now

There is a time when series in a book is off or have a boring storyline....Not Pussy Trap. Every book

keeps getting better and better.I enjoyed all the story and it is a good hope it is part 5. EXCELLENT

WORK NENE CAPRI.

I love this series but I am HIGHLY disappointed in part 4. I usually can finish a Nene Capri boom in

a day or two... this one took me a week. It just failed to keep my attention. The sex scenes were

unnecessary. I love a good sex scene but 80% of the book was sex. The sex scenes popped up

outta nowhere most times. There was way too many older characters who I couldn't remember. I

few remainders would have helped. I'm still trying to figure who was who. The ending had a great

twist so good job there. However the ending was very rushed. Goldie's death was just extra for no

reason. Lastly, who was Pashion? That's KoKo's grandmother correct? Then who the hell is

Brenda? I still can't figure that out... Keisha's mom? And Duchess is Rock and Boa's mom? Yall I'm

telling you I was confused lol.

Yass part 4 was worth the wait this book was so damn good kept me on the edge of my seat so

many twist and turn 5 stars isnt enough for this book Nene you put your ass in this one the sex in

this book had me hot love it

What can I say. NeNe you did it again. Kayson and Koko are a beast. Loved the book. Why you had

to kill my girl Goldie. Baseem will never be the same. He really loved Goldie. I hope this is not the



end.

Honestly, I hope this is the last book of this series. All the drama and different names was confusing

at times because I had to refer back to the previous books as there was a significant gap in these

books being released.Overall, it was okay. I always liked Koko and Kayson's relationship and how

she was down for him. Multiple times she would do or say something extra or dumb that would

make me roll my eyes, but this was a fast read. No thought involved.
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